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The move was made in conjunction with
Circum-Arts and Movements Afoot, two
organizations with which we have shared
premises and business for 5 years. We all
salute the tireless efforts and support of
broker Ted Rotante and attomey Bruce
Fox throughout what proved an
unexpectedly challenging 6 month search.
We also thank the large number of
readers and friends who made
conributions toward the extra moving
costs. Look, we've come through!
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The DNB offices also include the main
office, archive, office space for the DNB
litrarian and notators, and the Executive
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Guests to the DNB will enter a library
work space containing our book
collection andconference table. Soon a
computer terminal will be available there
on which our catalog can be accessed.
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On November 18, 1998 the DNB moved
its offices for the fhst time in 15 years.
The spacious new quarters have high
ceilings, big windows and room for our
library to grow. We needed to build
interior walls, allowing us to design the
new DNB to meet our growing needs.
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ADf"s Margot Lehman

Notators at

and relabel the scores, and to provide for
their maintenance and improvement. We
believe this is where she would want to
be remembered.

NEW HOME FOR DNB!

Highlights

THE MARIA GRANDY
CIRCULATING
COLLECTION
In honor of the late Maria Grandy and her
years of commitment to the DNB, the
circulating collection has been named The
Maria Grandy Circulating Collection,
thus ensuring that her spirit will travel
with every work that goes out for study or
remounting. What better memorial to
Maria Grandy than this, which reflects
her commitment to restaging repertory
from score and using notation in the
training of dancers and her hope that
perhaps others may become as attracted
to notation as she was? The contributions
which are still flowing in from Maria's
many colleagues, friends and family
members, will be used to move, rehouse

LUCY VENABLE HONOR
The Congress on Research in Dance
presented its Service to Dance Research
Award to Lucy Venable at the November
conference in Columbus. Venable, a
Director of the DNB from ils earliest
days, was recognized for forty years of
contribution to dance notation, with
special emphasis on her pioneering work
toward the development of LabanWriter
software, which has transformed the
process of creating scores and making
them more accessible. CORD noted that
she has aiso stiengihened tle resoruces
for dalce research through her decisive
support of the DNB library and its
organization, maintenance and
professional supervision. Lucy Venable
has realized many of the dreams framed
by the DNB and the facuity of the DNB
Extension at Ohio State Universily. She
sets a high standard for the next visions
we develop, and the DNB celebrates her.
So too does OhioDance, which presented
Venable with its 1998 Award for a
lifetime of outstanding achievement, at a
reception and concert on October 30.

ADF'S MARGOT
LEHMAN PROJECT
Thebrothers of DNB Director
Margot Lehman have made a
contribution in her honor to the
American Dance Festival. At
Lehman's request, this will take the
form of a firnd supporting an
annual project that involves
notation at the Festival's summer
school. The first courses to be
offered under the Margot Lehman
Project are John Giffin's Repertory
Workshop and Composition class:
"Composition using Motif Writing
as a Tool." The repertory workshop
will use Laban motif symbols to
generate movement as well as to
reconstruct sections of a work.
Giffin is a member of the OSU
dance faculty and an experienced
restager of works by Weidman and
Tudor from score.
This handsome gesture speaks

eloquently ofLehman's
commitrnenl to notation over the
years, and also illustrates the
esteem in which her brothers hold
her. It wiil do a great service to the

NOTATORS AT CORD

EXTENSION NEWS

Three papers delivered at CORD
addressed notation issues. DNB staff
notator Sandra Aberkalns drew on her
experience as notator and stager to
illuminate the connection between
notation and other types of translation,
and the challenge of "articulating in one
language what was originally in another.'"

Daniel Roberts, a dancer/musician in his
senior year at OSU, is the first person
ever to receive permission to restage and
perform a Merce Cunningham work from
scorc. T ot e n Arc e s t o r (1942), the only
Labanotated Curmingham work, was
danced on Cunningham and John Cage's
frst New York program of shared work,
in 1 944. The solo was notated by Lena
Belloc and edited by Ann Hutchinson
Guest; Guest remembers that John Cage
actually did the autography of the
Labanotation himself, as well as creating
detailed insfuctions on preparing the
piano for the requirements of his musical
score. Extension Director Sheila Marion
put the notation on LabanWriter,
consulting with Guest on updating the
older symbols and their uses.

She also addressed the relationship of
translation and interpretation. Valarie
Williams of the DNB Extension facultv
outlined her restaging and performance of

Valerie Bettis' T he De sperate H eart fr om
an incomplete score, Stacy Reischman,
another Extension faculty member,
discussed her Facets project, in which she
used the score of Vera Blaine's

Progression, a 1979 ensemble work, as
souce material for a new solo. She wrote
of her approach, "When I read
Labanotation, I see and feel movement.
Movement makes sense to me, whether it
be on paper or in the studio. Notation
exists in the service of movement. To me,
notation symbols are neverjust abstract
symbols; they are action, contact, story,
dance and potential. The symbols
tansform from logic in my head to logic

in my body."

field in widening professional
dance students' use of
Labanotation, which they may be
expected to carry into their
subsequent careers.

FINDS
An informal contest was
established for best discovery of a
previously forgotten item now
come to light in the cleaning and
moving process. Ilene Fox
unearthed a sheaf of lost letterhead
designs, one of which is now going
into use. Matthew Sheehy located
two films on Merce Curmingham.
Robin Hoffman excavated a
portable metonome claimed long
ago for exclusive use o{&e
Notation Department. Submissions
are still being accepted and Senta
Driver will be sole judge of the
winning entry,

Dance Notation Bureau
151 West 30th Street, Suite 202
New York, NY 10001

THE LIBRARY
Matthew Sheehy has redesigned the
Notated Theahical Dances catalogue.
The errties, laid out in a rnore readable
format, now include a full range of
information on the works, including
availability of rehearsal and performance
music recordings and the level of skill
required for reading a score or dancing it.
The new NTD will soon be avirilable for
downloading from the DNB web site.

If you

are interested in helping in the
Library, there are a number of projects

needing extra hards. They include
cataloguing and arranging the book
collection; preservation work on Ecores,
ephemera and elecnonic medial and
organization of the Publications Archive,
containing all the materials and exhibition
items the DNB has issued over the years.
The technically sophisticated and the
novice can be equally helpful. Please
contact Matthew Sheehy for details.

Roberts will danceTotem Ance$or and.
also recreate the music himself, supported
by a College of the Arts Undergaduate
Research Scholarship, and will provide
audio and videotapes of the project for the
DNB archives. He studies Cunningham
technique at OSU with former company
member Karen Woods, and will spend
time in New York for personal coaching
by the choreographer and research on his
early work in the Cunningham
Foundation archives. His groundbreaking
dual reconstruction will appear on the
spring concert at OSU, and should put the
dancer, the OSU dance department, the
DNB Extenslon, and notation itseif on the
map, for making this 57-year-old work
live again under the supervision of its
great choreographer.

OFFENBACH IN MISSOURI
The value of a notated score was
underlined in a special way when Leslie
Rohnan, DNB's Director of Restaging,
set the rarely performed Antony Tudor
wotk Offenbach in the Under.anrld onthe
state Ballet of Missouri. Rotman records
that it was the faith of Sally Bliss,
Executor of the Tudor Estate, and the
company's Director William Whitener
that enabled her to demonstrate the
amount of detail and stylistic accuracy
thal the notation could add ro a piece once
staged from memory,

